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Quiz 7
1. Which actor and comedian voices Jasper in FABLE III?

2. What code name did Nintendo use for the GameCube before the true name reveal in August 2000?

3. Detective Cole Phelps is the protagonist from which video game?

4. In APEX LEGENDS, which character is described as a TECHNOLOGICAL TRACKER?

5. What game comes pre-installed on every PlayStation 5 and is used as a tech demo for the console's new 
controller?

6. Which company purchased the Oculus Rift in 2014 for $2 billion?

7. In I AM BREAD, players navigate the hazardous rooms of the house as a slice of bread, but what is the end 
destination?

8. In the Lego games by the developer TRAVELLER'S TALES, what are the round currency bricks called?

9. How many colossi is Wander tasked with defeating in SHADOW OF THE COLOSSUS?

10. Which three letters were used for the face buttons on the original Sega Mega Drive controller?

11. Which popular game series had its next entry leaked in 2022, with large amounts of footage appearing 
widely online?

12. What organisation hosts a bi-annual charity event that involves players enacting speedruns on popular 
video games?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. John Cleese
2. Dolphin
3. L.A. Noire
4. Bloodhound 
5. Astro's Playroom
6. Facebook

7. The toaster
8. Lego Studs
9. Sixteen
10. A, B, and C
11. Grand Theft Auto
12. Games Done Quick (GDQ)
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